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Collide is a MUST READ for fans of Before I Fall and If I Stay. Don't miss this gripping, fast paced romantic thrillerCollide is a MUST READ for fans of Before I Fall and If I Stay. Don't miss this gripping, fast paced romantic thriller

with a unique fantasy twist! with a unique fantasy twist! 

I should have died when I was shot at the Halloween dance.

Instead I woke up—one week earlier, in a parallel universe where my mom's fatal car accident six months ago never

happened.

A world with my mom still in it was all I ever wanted. But in this timeline, everything is different—my grades, my

friends, and even my boyfriend. I'm a stranger in my own body, and I don’t like who I’ve become.

But one thing is the same—that shooting will still happen at the end of the week.

I'm the only one who knows. Which means I'm the only one who can stop it. 

But first I need to convince someone—anyone—that I’m telling the truth... and then get them to help me.

"A fast-paced, thrilling, adrenaline-fueled hit!" "A fast-paced, thrilling, adrenaline-fueled hit!" 

-Sairaika, Amazon Reviewer-Sairaika, Amazon Reviewer  ★  ★  ★  ★  ★
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“Collide had me gripping at the chair in suspense! It's full of twists and turns, romance, and drama.” “Collide had me gripping at the chair in suspense! It's full of twists and turns, romance, and drama.” 

-Amazon Reviewer-Amazon Reviewer  ★  ★  ★  ★  ★  

“Be prepared to read Collide in one sitting!” “Be prepared to read Collide in one sitting!” 

-Amazon Reviewer-Amazon Reviewer  ★  ★  ★  ★  ★  

"Beautiful and thought provoking, with a carefully crafted out plot. I was hooked from the start!" "Beautiful and thought provoking, with a carefully crafted out plot. I was hooked from the start!" 

-Ms. S. Steele, Amazon Reviewer -Ms. S. Steele, Amazon Reviewer ★★★★★

“An undying love between two people, regardless of their timeline -- Collide was a truly beautiful and heart stopping“An undying love between two people, regardless of their timeline -- Collide was a truly beautiful and heart stopping

read!” read!” 

-Angela, Amazon Reviewer-Angela, Amazon Reviewer  ★  ★  ★  ★  ★  

What are you waiting for? Scroll up and click buy now to find out why readers are RAVING about Collide!What are you waiting for? Scroll up and click buy now to find out why readers are RAVING about Collide!
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